
TRACKMASTER REPORT, TIMONIUM, FEBRUARY 2,3,4 2018 

Set Up Friday, February 2, 1 PM-8PM.

Saturday, February 3, 7 AM-9AM.

Show Hours Saturday 9 AM to 5 PM, Sunday 10 AM to 4PM.

Green Light of Connectivity:  8:00 AM on Saturday.

Take Down Complete:  5:00 PM on Sunday.

This report is being submitted in a different format, based on three questions.

1) What things worked well at the show?
2) What things did not work well at the show?
3) What suggestions do you have for future shows, Timonium or shows in gen-

eral?

Each participant in the show was given the opportunity to contribute by answer-
ing the questions, anonymously if desired. Five Trackers sent their answers to 
the questions. Member answers are in italic. Trackmaster answers are in bold 
standard text.

1. WHAT THINGS WORKED WELL AT THE SHOW?

Pre-show communications were excellent.

Logistics were well thought out and executed.

The trains ran on time, and people worked well with each other. We got out fast 
which I liked.

Setup went went well with most members being set up on Friday.  Drive in made 
it easier.   Tracks were connected on Saturday and powered up by 8pm.    Layout 
was large and had plenty of table space.    Liked having the empty table like 
modules for setting up and tearing down trains.   The WIFI DCS and Legacy did 
work well and was a work around for the connection issues.   Teardown was 
made easier by driving in vs. carting in the rain.



We allow/encourage kids to run trains - this is a great strength for our club.
- great help for setup from Matt P.

Many member pairs ran well together with communica-
tion, observation, and cooperation. 
At least one train running on all tracks at all times except 
for brief moment right at end of show on Sunday, quickly 
corrected. 
Lion Chief operations trouble free, with exception of 
Bluetooth (see “not worked well.) 
TMCC worked well. 
Ed Beaver’s technique for having two conventional trains 
on same track expanded number of train running oppor-
tunities, as long as close attention paid to their operation. 
New sign is a welcome improvement over old banner.  
Operating McDonalds on Chuck’s layout VERY popular.  
Jack's DC Mall modules always attract a lot of viewer at-
tention. 
Siding on Mike F.’s layout useful for train loading and un-
loading, as long as switch returned to mainline setting. 
Track cleaning improved DCS signal reception. 
Matt K. suggestion for re-boot useful when signal issues 
severe. 
Geezer gate functioned smoothly, thanks to Ed Beaver at-
tention and repair. 
Modules had neat appearance with absence of empty cof-
fee cups, water bottles ,etc.  
Adequate table space, both from show and addition of 
Mike F’s tables. 

$200 honorarium paid promptly. 



Coffee and donuts were great and I took the opportunity to meet and talk 
with members new to me. Great folks. We all seem to want the same thing, 
fun running our trains and appreciating the innovation of others. 

I think with all the Trackers that showed up for set up on Friday, set up was 
done swiftly and ready for the shows.

2. WHAT THINGS DIDN’T WORK WELL? 

DCS and Legacy problematic. Many facility issues, but also need to 
consider need for new Legacy transmitter. 
Lion Chief Bluetooth had range limitations. Would loose contact at 
long distance. 
Member preparations:  Still too many issues of members not pre-
paring their equipment adequately. Arriving without smoke fluid, lu-
bricants, working batteries in their remotes, etc.  Members not follow-
ing rules about having C-clamps, connector tracks, and pins. Too 
much reliance on Club assets to replace what should be member re-
sponsibilities. Member unfamiliarity with their own equipment. 
Guest issues: guest arriving and running train with which he was un-
familiar and had little experience operating.  
Switch issues: not resetting switches to main line led to multiple 
episodes of shorting and one severe crash. 
Sign-up sheet issues:  goal of having two trains per remote section 
not met. Crashes occurred due to multiple causes: main cause 
seemed to me to be distraction of operator resulting in lack of atten-
tion to  train.  
Staples and push pins are a poor substitute for velcro. Difficult re-
moval. 
Many club corners in poor repair, legs that don’t attach, etc.  

- discourage overly long trains, like those over 20 cars.  Without a yard they 
take too long to set up or remove. 



- Have the "on deck" operators check their engine's performance on a sid-
ing, not on the main line.  On one session I sat idling on the main for 25 
minutes while member  set up his train and tried to get it moving. 
- we would have had more room to move around without extra table set 
which, while useful, contributes to the congestion. 
- encourage operators with "problem cars" to take them out of their con-
sists. One member had one car which must have derailed three times per 
lap. 
- Trackmaster should bring a multimeter for electrical testing.  I noted what 
seemed to be a voltage drop in one section. 

- articulate before the show how many run slots people show sign up 
for.   

- specifically assign somebody to run the last shift. 

Sign-up sheet was near full by the time I got it on Saturday; found prime time slots 
mostly taken.  Folks signed up for multiple slots without any management or concern 
about equitable distribution of run timed.  Folks came in who did not have modules 
or participate in set-up or take down but got multiple slots. 
  
I got an early mid-afternoon Saturday slot but DCS caused significant issues and 
ended up with about 20 minutes of running and 40 minutes of technical problems.  
As the venue lighting causing DCS problems was a known issue, it should have 
been communicated up front.  This way I could have brought TMCC or conventional 
engines. 
  
When this Saturday run time was over decided to sign up for conventional on Sun-
day but all slots were taken, again with individuals signing up for multiple slots.  
Same with inner and outer loops.   

It seems like too many of our members give up at any sign of any trouble leav-
ing our tracks without trains. Both Sat and Sun I ran my allotted time even 
though I knew there were areas on the layout that were problematic. Distance 
from the power cab for our remotes had issues so I just stayed close and kept 
my trains running. 
  
Too many members tend to be too aggressive when picking times to run and 
block out other members. 

If a member needs to be “crossed off” a run slot, be sure to let that member 
know, and why! 



DCS and legacy standard signals were spotty at best.   Legacy required a 
direct line of sight to the control cabinet within 15 feet.  If someone was in-
fant of the cabinet, the signal did not go through.   The use of the pro-
gramming track to add DCS was necessary.   Once on the track, the re-
mote had a 15 second delay in getting the signal to the train.   I had issues 
with multiple engines with the horn stuck on or not getting updates fast 
enough.   As a work around, the DCS WIFI was able to connect and keep 
control with the engines.   There was still a 10 to 15 second delay in the 
command getting from the TIU to engine.   This not the case last there 
B&O.    
Day 2 - I only ran Legacy and the WIFI was the only reliable way to keep 
control of the engine.  Legacy had to be within 15 feet to keep control on 
the remote.   The other person running on my track had no control with 
DCS.  

A couple of members were complaining that the signups were filled on day 
1 for both days and they could not run trains.  They felt the people were 
signing up for multiple session and filling up the sheet vs. trying to balance 
running time.  

Teardown.  Noticed members started tearing down about 90 minutes before 
the scheduled tear down at 3pm.   By 2:15, the majority of modules were 
being torn down.  Once one or two started, the rest were tearing down.  Not 
all the tracks were running trains after 3pm.   About 25 minutes before 4pm 
shut down.  All the plexiglass was removed even though members trains 
were running.   Some of those members who torn down early were not 
around when the trailer was being loaded as well.   

Some periods of lack of communication, some not paying attention to trains or 
breakaways from trains.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

When it comes to snacks how about something healthy for a change. Tan-
gerines or apples?

Corner modules were missing velcro.   Recommend having strips available to put 
on and staples to those modules.   Since they are in the truck except for shows, it 



is unlikely they will get velcro put on between shows.   Also keep a log of issue 
we see with corners.   List can show the module number, and issue.  Then we 
can go back and fix it.   If a module missing the ability to secure legs, it can be 
fixed.  Otherwise it just is the same issue show to show.   

Encourage members to test their trains prior to the show and bring back up en-
gines.   If an engine is not adding or having issue running, it should pull it off and 
replaced by the backup engine.   This avoids the track being stopped for 15 - 30 
minutes for troubleshooting.   This is helpful when two members are running.   

Members dozing off in a chair while their train is running does not look good to 
the public and could result in a crash.

For DCS / Legacy operation, members should bring a spare remote (if they have 
one) or try the apps.  The adding to DCS on the APP can only be done on the 
layout unless we can find a way to put this on the programming track.  

For tear down for scenery, we should look at our times and stick to them.  If we 
are doing more elaborate layouts, then maybe the time should go to 90 minutes 
vs an hour.   

Only put sign up sheets out for one day.

Active management of sign-up sheets to ensure equitable choice and amount of 
run times. 

More photos of members on web site and Facebook pages as well as trains.

Every module, member and club, needs to have appropriate velcro in place. 
If necessary, club may wish to consider having some packs of smaller 
strips in power cabinet.
Some consequence for lack of member preparation. IE; if your train won’t 
run because your batteries are dead, it doesn’t run.
Track cleaning needs more attention. Perhaps those members who show 
up to run trains but do not have modules could have assigned track clean-
ing. One session of running=once around the layout with track cleaning.



Consider having back up equipment. Timonium is now infamous after three 
shows for its DCS and Legacy interference. Bring TMCC, Lion Chief, or 
conventional alternative, should club desire to continue Timonium shows.
If Timonium shows continue, consider further size expansion, either with 
main layout expansion or addition of a separate “kid-friendly” operating 
area, similar to that at Kent Island. If that occurs, consider re-negotiation of 
honorarium amount.
Reduce operator distraction by limiting people in operating area. Consider 
moving member socialization when not running trains outside the perime-
ter of the layout. This is admittedly more easily done in some venues than 
in others.
Consider a “Risk Management” committee to analyze and report on each 
crash, to look for patterns and prevent future crashes.  (Granted, the con-
sequences of our crashes are not the same as real railroads, but that 
doesn’t mean we should not try to prevent them.)
We should consider “repair weekends” as well as show weekends, where 
things get fixed.  These could be social events as well with lunch, bever-
ages, etc.

We need a work day to repair and spruce up the corners.   Both MD and VA have 
corners with broken leg pockets, unpainted strips to hold the plexiglass, missing 
Velcro, etc.
- get a big roll of hook Velcro for the club boxes.
- get more tinplate to GarGraves adapter pins for the club supplies.  I know this is 
really the individual's responsibility, but we have to be realistic.
- get a 2-sided banner the width of the power cabinet which can be temporarily 

affixed.

Trackmaster final comments:  Thanks to all who participated in the show, 
and also to those who shared their feedback. Since sign-up issues were so 
widespread, I have done an “Environmental Scan” of the meet, which sup-
ports the concerns. It is attached to the report.

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Hakkarinen


